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Speaking of having'a 800d Personality. we have come to the
concession that it a a moot for
a person to like people in order
to have a full and complete good
personality

Thu

Not en* that but be ntust realaze that moit people are alike In
their desires, thinking processes
etc Akio he must be forbeamer
with pimple and reakze they are
people, not machines.
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The elm Jay that built a nest
in the dale Cedar Tree has hatch** ad out her eggs. We took a look
e.nd could see only two ate
Joys, bat dere could be more.
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The petunia we gut from Edgar
Marley are tn hill bloom. The
double ones 100k At Carnations.
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Nka ash from Mrs, Dant Cowtailabseed Os Page Tanen

Bloodmobile
To Be Here
Next Week

•

The Red Cross Bloodmobile will
be a the First Metteditt Church
'Thursday. May 11. frorn 9•00 am.
to 3:00 pin
our ocenmustInos dance to provide for oar
blocd needs for the nest. de
months, Churnan MR Boyd aid.
Lea 'November tbe ROTC. and
Murray LOgvarelty generousey seire
427 rents to crake up the dencit
The quota for ea drive n 249
pints and if this is ?Med, any
citizen of Oadoway County is asmorel of having • free blood asply
he. or • member of his
tamiey, hie a serious illness. operation. or socidett.
If the county does not meet the
quota each pint awn cast from 1125
to
ID sendiable at an.
Local PHA. and Tri-H1Y clubs
are sollollei* Piedra cir, cine
cen co. 753-1421 and make an
appointment
°Remember. Claaoway
County
via not be continued in the
13lood Prosam union it can meet
tie quota each time the Blood?nubile calls. We need 249 (f)rgoes;
surds a population of 22.000 can
provide thin amount for its own
needs. Cial the. chapter office, or
a FHA
or T11-111-9 member
now!" Boyd concluded
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Tommy trvan Will
Attend Baylor School
Tommy Iran, ion of Mr and
Mrs John T &van 306 Meth
10th Street, is ?metered to at. tend the Baylor Summer School
which will be held on the compile of The Baylor School for Hoye
at Ohlettarionga. Tennessee, from
June 12 through Auttlif 4.
The simmer session win be under the deectiori of Jack utile,
a master on the Basior School
staff
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Largest
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

United Press International

Seen & Heard
•:•I`uound.:.
MURRAY
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The Only
Afternoon Daily
In Murray And
Calloway County

Wee. Keribucity — Cloudy to
partly cloudy and
not much
Menge in temperatures thmugh
Saturday Chance of ?evolvers and
thundervelowens mainly Saturday.
Highs this afterrioon in the 70's
Windt aoutheasterly at 11 to 15
miles per hour, Laws tonight 54
to 56 Hate Seiturday in the 70's
Outlook Eturee.y
— Decreasing
clotennesir and ntid. Probability
of roan kvercoatng to 20 per oent
by early esturdey and 40 per cent
dueling Seturcley.
Mendacity Lake: 7 am 3606, up
0 2; beiow dem 311 0. doem 0 3.
Hartley Lake 3607, up 04; below dam 316 1, down 39.
eteirese 5 58, sunset 7:49.
\tryst rose 1 21
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In Our 18th Year

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, May 5, 1967

Robbers Caught
In Cottage Grove
Bank EarlyToday

Art Auction Will Be
Held On Wednesday

PARIS, Tenn. TP0 — Police surprised three heavily armed burglars
as they cut their way Into the vault
at the darkened Cottage Grove Bank
and Trust Co near here in the predawn hours today.
Henry County Sheriff F. P. Wells
James
he Owen a motor honused a bull horn from the empty or student
Marren Univenity
street in front of the small bank
High Maxi. Mum, is one of
and told the burglars they were sur- twelve Itailits in the University
rounded.
of Kentucky Student Perumn
Although they were carrying a "Outstanding High School Speeti
shotgun and four pistols, the would- Sapient of the Year" ciampeatkm.
be robbers tittered no resistance and
Dr J W Patten-am, Ansociate
emerged from the bank with their Professor of Speech and sponsor
hands over their heeds.
of the Forum, has invited the
Parts city policemen Billy Gu- Mare
finahas be the Unlvereity
thrie and Richard Dunlap said they
of Kentucky campus this Friday,
learned of the break in when an
M. 12, p meet a Selection Comanonymous man telephoned the poMhe Debbie Dibble, crowned
mittee
lice station about 3 a m and told
Dr. Pattemon revealed that of "Mimi Kentucky" during the anthem burglars were In the bank,
the
war!ed four nual beauty Ageant at Mayfield
They were Joined by Wells and State
are valedictions/a, live are in the het week, etas the guest of the
Troopers Freeman Orutcher and
top three percent of their cleats, Mayneed Lions Mk on Thesdal
Wityne Tubbs, and all drove to the
and the remsatng three are in at Ms regular meeting.
Audi community 12 miles nor th of the top
The Lions Club staxisored the
fittest percent. Several
here.
of the finalists are either Nat- pageant Mns Dibble will enter
They mild the nien were heavily
ional Merit lecholeattp winners the "Mies USA" contest at Mistni.,
equipped for burglary.
Fa., sorts* May 12.
or semi-Onalists.
The three were identified from
Mies Dablik's parents, Mr. and
The &faction Committee, in adpapers found on their persons as
dition to Dr. J W Patterson, iii- Mrs. Frank Dibble of Aunties
Pruent Mimes. about 46. of Mern•
Dr WIBLegn Axton, Armee- were also Emmet of the Lions Club.
phia, and Jack Boland, 30, and
isle Profeacr of English: Dr.
Gene Esstertlng, 36, both of CoArvid A ifloinents, Assistant Prolumbia, S C
fessor of Speech; Dr. Mary ElThe men were being questioned
len Rickey, Professor of English;
by the PSI and were expected to
Dr.
is Seward, Dean of Stuface a hearing before a U 8 Corndent Aftairs — Planning, and Dr.
misaioner in Jackson later today.
John Assn a jingler from MUrRobert Wilke, Assiatant Proteresor
rai, ben bum iisited Me presiof English.
Unirrereaty
Hilda dent at I/1MM Tau Chapter of
At
Murder
•
Ginn is Pridadent of his Sierra CM Afeteroftet at Murray
nct1, VIM - President Mae thaverailin nose is a preStuder
of ha Nat:bona Ptirembe League med major.
Ben Hoparicamp, a junior from
chapter, and peat Pregnant of MS
Beta Club He has won rewional Murray, Kentucky has been electdebate tailors and SeValll ex- ed Queester of the chapter Hugencamp is • business major.
tensor-enema speaktng content.
A two car
ous &sentiment by Pstroknen Hoyt Wilton
and Date Spann of the Murraf
Police Depertsnent Thursday at
5 15 pm
Oats* L. Mller of Murray.
dittoing • WO Ford sedan, was
badcine out of space on Fifth
Street and did not see the 1942
tines
If inconvenience has kept (mato- Ace. During these peat
Cadillac four door sedan traveling
many customers were forced to
on 5th atreet according to the mem away frorn the bank, that
stand in brie to waft for service
Police. The Catillinc. owned by no longer in true as the Peoples
With the overflowing traffic on
Goldoni Permit, ine being driven Bank now brings the bank to the
the streets of Murray, parking has
be James U. lion% of 411 North otatomer, H Oienn Darart, Prean ever increasing prosident aid today The bank is Ocean,
13th Miran
(Costinaed On Page Three)
it closed circuit
Ponce aid theriaire to the Cadil- operating the
lac was on the right quarter
nei televisian in the area at their TV
Delve-In at the corner of 8th and
rear,
Seven persona were cited by the Main.
'Peoples Dank felt a need for
Oky Pohce on Thurifday, according to court record! They were expanded downtown fate/424es aro)
two for not having an operator's as a result have plunged Into teleThis need led
license, two for recklefie driving. Argon blinking
one for dermarding stop light, been aptweeng for WIMP time bu'
me for speeding, and one for there were acute phya`cal pro-.
bleat which prevented them from
indecent exposune.
Chaser Yarbrough of 1625 Par- offering dreveoin facilities adjacent
mer Avenue. radio operator it to the matn office. The answer
the Olty Halt ha• reported that seerned be be elated circuit televisThe North:side Baptist Church,
his dog named Ken*, a fetnale ion oonneoted by pneumatic tubes,"
located five miles north of Murhalf Collie, brown wtth White ring Doran continued.
ray on Rahway 641, will be
Aithorieh People! Bark has prowound his neck and feet, is mitosformally denoted May 7. Brother
es frorn their home The dog is vided drive-in factilties at their
T G. Shelton will preach the
12th and Story Branch for some
five months old
dedication aala011 at 10:45 CD,T
time they fen a need to offer
The church was orgsnieed in
more convenient downtown facilOctober 1959 under the leadership
ities. Fridays. Mondans and Seturof Brother Shelton, with 46 charday mornings were taxing their
ter members. 33 of wheal are gill
expanded lobby at the main of.
among the 13 present members.
The Pe.rent-Tescher -Aeltiblideon
'The modern re4 brick bulking
of Akno Elementary %hood will
wak constructed by Is
meet Monday. May 8, at two
themselves under the directilin of
pen. a* the school
Eukley Rebores. it onnesins Mx
Officers for the 1967 *shoot
Ounebs Sotscil Mona. central
year will be inetaded who are
Barvey Lowry of Marton, bro- heat and sir eindintioning. The
as fellows:
ther of Dr. C S !awry of Mur- aulkiing
coMPlehin Med- for
Mrs. Paul Hopkins, president; ray,
Thursday at 9:90 am
Mrs Donald Cleaver, vice-gr. at hie home He woe 7'7 years of
The carat of the day will be
dent Mne Billy Ray Roberts. sec- age.
the laying of the memorial storie
retary. Mrs Junior Cleaver, treewill
Funeral services
be held
(Continued On Page Three)
Saturday at two pm at the HuntThe retiring president. Mrs In- Funeral Home, Marlon, with Rev.
TO RAVE SURGERY
3d Dowdy, will preside at the Ray Wiggineon and Rev Elbert
meeting,
St/nal will
Socketed officiating
Jackson Is wisedOman
be in the Shady Grove Cemetery,
to undergo surgery today at
CORRECTION
Mr. Lowry is survived by his the Welitern Baptist Hoepdtal, Pawife. Mrs Mamie Lowry; a son, dumb He is in Room 330 for
Attention is called to a correct- Dr. Clifton Lawry of Owensboro; those who woukl like to send him
ion of a pricy in Thursday's three
ciessehters.
Mm. Evelyn cards or letters.
Ledger and Times In the Direct Brown of Merton, Mrs. Maxine
Service Sullen advertisememt, lie Alexander of Metropolis, and Mrs.
TEMPLE HILL
plus Octane Ethyl gasoline was In- Linda MoCialliater of Auburn, Ale;
correctly advertised at 29.re per three tovitfeers, Dr. Lawry of MurTemple HIM Lodge No. 276 F P‘'
gallon. This should have been ray, Ohnieril of Paducah and W. AM will meet in a Sated me''
26.9e per gallon. A correction on S. of Marion. two sisters, Mies mg Saturday night, May 6, To
this price in published In an ad- Online Lowry and Mrs. Marie meeting is important and e:'
vertisement today on an inside Vateloingi
of
Pecluoah;
nine members are urged to attend. Vi"Page.
grandchildren
Eons are weloome.

James Dale Gantt
Finalist In UK
Speech Competition

Disposition
Of Cases Is
Made By JuOge

The art division of Murray State
University and Kappa Pi, honorary art fraternity, will present
their annual art a.uction Wednesday. May 10, in the ballroom at
the Student Unlade Building.
Doors ekil open at 7 pm for
PIA'Wittexamination
ast
will be f of 7;30 to
.
Forty Murray merchants axe
donating door prizes for the event.
Each person °Vending the auction
will be elven a number and will
have a chance to win
Items to be auctioned include
paintings, prints, drawings, photcgraphs, sculpture, hand woven
textiles, pottery and Jewelry. All
items are the work of art students
and faculty members.
Profits frets the auction wel be
deed for next year's art scholarships, et/doh are given to MO
school seniors who plan to major
In art. at Murray State

Miss Debbie Dibble
Mayfield Lions Guest

Murray Boys Named
Fraternity Officers

Two Cars
Collide

TV Banking Gets Underway By
Peoples Bank Here Yesterday

Northside
Church To Be
Dedicated

Almo PTA Will
Meet On Monday

Harvey Elder Wins
Math Fellowship

10* Per Copy

CiellowaY Circuit Court was in
session yesterday with indictment#
being rend 'red by the Grand Jury.
On making their report the jury
was dismissed by Circuit Judge
Richard Peek

Harry Sparks

Harry Sparks
Speaker For
Teachers Here
The Chlacratet County Teachers
Aesaciallion mot hat night at the
Holiday non sith Superintendent
of Publellettheilini Inarry -Sparks
as the principal speaker.
Mr. Spoke performed mane feat
of mane as he reminisced
iome of the earlier days. He told
sallence of isienties and their
ousels tbeit it takes more than
osaincial tricks however to amanything In thee world. Nothing is done jun by Mune amond azol witting for progress,
he seid
lie pointed out that it takes
acet and dedicated teachers to
bring about progress. He commended the teacher in the Carlo(('ontlnued On Pate Thar)

gib

Dr. Price Doyle
Dies Today Near
Noon At Hospital
Dr. Price Doyle, known on the
Murray State University campus
since 1930 as "Pop" Doyle, died
today at 11:45 at the Murray Hospital, after a sudden illness.

The docket for the current term
of court was set up.
.The case of Eddie Duncan,
charged with storehouse breaking
of the U-Tote-Em Store in Hazel
was held up since he Ls held on
a detainer by Tennessee police
officials.
Juanita Eicadely, charged with
breaking into the Murray Country
0/ub with Dennis Wayne Brown
was given a sentence cif one year
In PeeWee Volley prison for women. The sentence was probated
for a period of three years.
Ariando Dixon, failed to appear
In court and his bond was forfelted.
John
Futrell,
charged
with
storehouse breaking was_given the
chaos e' a trial or treatment at
'teen tate Regained—He chose
linnet* at Weetern State and
case was flied away.
Joe Hendon, charged with failuse lu txmisilly with the orders
of the oeurt relative to cluld support was given a one year sentence, probated if he plod up and
continue payments
Jerry Ivm, charged with storehouse .breaking ot the Paul Jones
Grocery, pleaded gunny and received a one year sentence, probated for a period at three years.
Steve Ccilson, charged sigh reniovicig mortgaged property from
the state, a 1983 Plymouth to CaliConga, reoeived a two year sentence. The imam for probation is
pendlest
!reed Tucker, Yr., charged
leanng the wane of an accident,
(Continued On Page Three)

Dr. Doyle, for whom the Fine
Arts Molding was named, joined
the Murray State University ferule
ty in 1930 wtth sax students in die
deportment. He remained ae heed
of the Fine Arts Department until
June 30, 1957.
His mule education was exten.
sive and he bullt the music cispartment it Mune" bate into one
which was approached by very
few in the ration,

pr. rhea seeps

MSU Grads Invited
To Attend Social

Al Murray State
University
eradiate students have been invited by the graduate cabinet to
attend a social in the ballroom of
the student union building on
May 15.
Hours are 4.30-6 pm. Dr Ralph
H Woods, MU president, will
talk briefly
Purpose of the program is to
enable irradiate students to get
better soquilinted. Marled students are urged to bring their
spoons.!Members of the catilaa
painted cat Oat many graduste
du:lents attend MSC only alla or
two nights a week, oommuttrer
There will be a special Gospel
frorn other communtieis. and do
Singing Serice at Poplar Spring
rux keens thee- fellow students.
Begin/a Church Sunday night,
The graduate cabinet is all orMay 7, featuring the Melody Makganization of graduate students
ers Quartet of Lyon County and
which functions ennilar to a stuthe Dewar* Quartet of Murray
dent councel on the undergraduate
Universtty.
Memberis of two Murray High
Services will begin with Train- School arglionatken are aiding level
Mg Union and Bible Study at 6:30 In oblairling signatures on the
*Cowed by the awing service at library pennons, which ask for
7:30. dityligit Unit.
• three and one-tan cent per
Both of these quartets are com- WOO valuation tax. The tax will
peted ot young men of outatand- be used to support the local
nig ability and dedication. Their library
impose in singing is to bring
As petitions are returned to the
you closer to the God who 'Ian- library, a committee of the Libea within the heart a song", ra/9' Star and board carefully
the pastor maid.
checks each signature with the
The public in invited to attend name on the certified voting list
these !medal services. The Beta in the office of the Calloway
The Hazel Woman's Club met
Five of Calloway County may al- County Court Clert Names of Thursday night at the club room
oe be present and sing. Poplar persons not regiatered to
vote in for the regular May meeting.
Spring Church in located eight Oelketes Courtly or
Mrs Harold Wilkinson. president,
whose Menamiles east of Murray on Highway Weft are incorrect or illegible are welcomed ten members and three
AO.
immediately disqualified by the visitors. Mrs. George Hart, was present to thank the club for circulating
committee or thrown out
An alphabetical Me of cards the library petttion. Other visitors
CEMETERY MEETING
snowing the name of the voter. were Mrs. Steve Knott and Mrs.
A meeting of an inteiested per- hiseddrais, voting. precinct and Malcolm Cross.
Alter a short business meeting
sona for the upkeep of the Almo petition number signed, is being
prepared as • permanent record. Mrs. Koska Jones gave an interestCemetery win be held Saturday,
Also a photostat& copy cif all ing book review on Jesse Stuarra
May 13, at 2:30 pm, at the cemebook, "Daughter of the ',mend".
tery, loaded on the hen just off signotunas will be kept in the
The first district governor. Mrs.
the rood before going into the permanent lie of the library for
Malcolm Crone, installed the new
Akno cotorminity on HighwaY 464, pubnc review.
officers In a very impressing ceremar the Ceoil Inyllor home.
mony. They are as follows
Mr's. J W. Jones, president: Mrs,
Hughes Bennett, find vice- president; Mrs. Ed Russell. second vicepresident; Mrs. Gerald Ray, record' Ins secretary; Mrs. Tommy Story,
corresponding secretary: Mrs. Gerald Gallimore. treasurer.
1 A social hour followed with Mrs.
Russell and Mrs. Bennett at the tea
table.

Gospel Singing Will
43e Eeld On Sunday

Young People Aid In
Obtaining Signatures

Mrs.Jones Is
Installed As
Club Head

Mrs. Mildred Lee
Wins $75 Award

clod

at-

Niisszasmmimmommmid
Vol. LXXXVIII No. 106

Members of Murray High School ROY and Tri-M-Ir Clubs
tern in six et the several library petitions which have been conepeter' by their orranfrallens. From left to right standing are
Susan Tesaeneer, Don Kavanaugh, Rebecca Tarry, David McKee,
president Iii-Y and Jeanie ntuguid, president 'Fri-Hi-V. Seated at
left is Mrs, Debbie Grogan and at right Is Phil Carrico, both of
the Murray-Callowey County Library staff.

Word has been received from the
Missile 'Space Division of the IBM
Company in Huntsvtlle, Ala, that
an employe. Mrs Mildred Clark
Lee. has won a $75 euggerition award.
Two years ago Mrs Lee won a
$50 suggestion award. If an employee
of the company offers a suggestion
to cut time or help the company
In any- way and it Le accepted in
their routine, the employee receives
cash awards.
The employee, a former Calloway
Countian, was a graduate of the
first class of Calloway County High
School in 1961 and was in the to
ten of that class She is one of the
top stenographers at the Huntsville
company.

Dr. Doyle received his music
eckeation in several schools and
was well grounded in both thsceitikal and applied mulles before
enrollirg at
STC where he won kile bachelor*
degree. He gut has master's degree at the University of Cincinnati and sap took advanced
wort at the Untvertity of North
Carolina. He earned bit Mug. D.
degree it the American Comeryatory of lima in ClAciagn
Ile sho aitemied abod et
Maryville, Mitwourt.
He was a wide leacher, taught
music courses in college end we/
at one time mpervisor of musks
at Concord, North Carolina. He
was Heed of the Dement:woe at
Mame it Peru, Nebraska tram
1928- 1930.
De. Doyle was nationally recognized in the masa fidd and was
anted in Leaders in American
umtion, Whe Knows and Wtan
Who's Who in the South and
Southeast and Who's Who ig
America.
He was president of the Saimaa Armodidionof Behoon of
Mule from IOU to 1962 and was
prominent in tha group since
1937 He Ian a member of the
Executive Committee of Phi 11u
Alpha, national mode fraternity
since 1942. He served as EXOCIR*ye Secretary of the national or'
earrization 'trice 1949. He served
as Semetary-Trawurer since MOO.
Dr Doyle was to retire as 111ecutive-S&2'etary of the national
for entity in the neer figure singe
the heetiquerters * moving to
Evenevine,
He was born near Redfield. Iowa
in 1806.
He was widely known Is Wooten Kentucky and led friends in
the music world all over the Unitad Steles. Being prorrtnent Mi Phi
Mu Alpha for ea inany years. Dr.
Doyle woe a friend of many outstanding mustetene and those in
the music field.
Possessed of a friendly nature
and a rich sense of humor, Dr.
Doyle endawtd himself to many
people anal studente down through
the years found a real and true
friend in "Pop" Doyle.
He is !Revived by ha wife lint
Loree Weeder Doyle arid one son
Robert Larry Doyle of Cinctnnati,
Ohio.
No funenil service will be held
and cremation will take place in
LotrisviEe, Kentucky.- The family
sake that no flowers be sent but
that manor** in the form of
funds towards a murk scholarship at the university be ant.
Dr Doyle is hrgehy renewable
for (-embolden at the Fine Arta
Ilisildirre and °pueited° ita construction, It soon will receive an
addition costing almost 13,000,000.
He was a member of the Murray Rotary Club for nearly 25
yeah.

Steve Gordon Home
On Leave From AF
Airman Seilynd Ohm Steve Gordon of Duluth Men, is elating
his pwrerrs. Mr. and Mrs Roy
Gordon, North 16th Street
The young. Air Force man Is
!tabooed at the AS' Base at
Dututh. He came by Jet to Louisville on April 26 where his parents met hkn. He will *aye Sunday to return to his base by car.
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TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
If sualealle In saw home comes
down in* a cold protect Mbar
faalit.ly marnbera by seating ash
pasamet dishes mpalisheIN Vse
bet imp -er tilliewent suds and •
minas tense

Fins

I
STh n

Ste seam Ilse zegle io ailiset iisky Adrill011111111. Lettere to the Edien
et Abbe Vino. items Mixt, icoer eenica. are oot tor the beet be
MOM at our reedits.
RATIONAL REPRISENTATIVEte *ALLACR irrreast co, 1991
Tams Time es Lite Bide_ New York, SLY.
Ass.
Mice_
Elteehmete Bldg.,

TIME

ad

TEMPERATURE

DAY OR NIGHT

DIAL

• ••

vk% Feathers

FOR CORRECT

30:6363
75,

If your house has doom that
traffic, auteteute quiet foablic..*
Almanac
The
m.; doors made or wetiable vim-loomed nylon, They COrile to lit
by United Press Intensalloeud
of
sisedard door opening and
Today is Friday May b. the
latittueky
install
Murrey,
to
emy
ire
Mtn dsiy of 1967 w.th '240 to foe
lbw,
The moon a between its last
tut) -TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
quarter and new tshase
Itte mommis dar is Mare.
TRADE WITH . . .
The sown Mats are Venus.
Mars end Seedier.
Born on Ibis elace in 1890 was
American
author
Cionstopber
Murray. Ky.
Morley.
1113-5373
On this day in Maori:
LARGE VOLUMS - LOW PROFIT
In line lespolese ansacialis of
Franze died in exile on the'island
"Service Built Our Business^
Of St. Helena.
in nu, Matey teacher John
NEW OR USED CAR
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
eagles of Me Omens Tenn. public semi welises was arrested *
teaching the theory of evolution
.n vs.:anon of a state law,
In 1999. Poland refused to agree to 11821110 demand to spve
tip the city of Demo to Germany.
In ems the redeem RepubM of
Germany, Wad °camera became
TODAY and SATURDAY
a an eres4ftl state
A thanes for the clay - Engage poet John Gay maid: "Lout
men suspect your tale untrue,
keep probability in view"
NMI
Ihey re souped-up fa thrills and

PEOPLES BANK

ar
i Neer
"Simony Reby" Found!
1 :\
:
Our "rarest orchid" goes to Brandon Dill and John Ed
Johnson for finding and keeping Shorty safe. Even a writer
Would be "hard premed" to find words appropriate to express
'Par
11 firehi' "
Ilk 114
Cliff* "
Lak the appreciation and "pure ole homespun" happiness that DANGER: THE DOTTED LINE
"
'NaL
II
e°4114ednalli 4.11111*eh"
abounds today, because a little girl and her best friend won't -I Wow pm malt help me." •
`Tim Gimadandilag Civic Arad ed a Cesmaiwatty le th•
be seperated.
onimmin recentwoman wrote
lwesertsy et es Neweesper
John and Brandon - had read the article and remembered
-MR since so twiny are caught
the picture and, like a hundreci other people, were on the Los mg, I trioueht it would be a
-look-out" for Shorty. These men were enroute to work and good added for an ara.“
FRIDAY - MAY s, 1967
meth low wee doe "011141121"?
were not consciously thinking of the dog, but upon seeing one
which appeared lost, they stopped the truck to check. Even sole hoe diPalian gadiff for • Bet
from a distance, they said, ''that looks like the one in the c't bualle• eheelei W a dwr-4*ciocr enemata. Intim whan she
paper last night." Sure enough, it was!
teked a over with bar husband.
l
Shorty was lost near Dexter The boys found him near they deeded limy COuid not sae
By Venire PRESS INTRIL'IATIONSL
Golden Pond. Fellows, what can we say? A very sincerely- ford the ixththooe.
. CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Jane F. Balkin, 22, a Harvard meant THANK YOU! We haven't spoken to either of our
unrappily, however, she had no
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er of the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., telling open- Jake was lost.
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(he. law
hold )Wto mike end eawirole, ea:ceding to the =
ergighs 270 pounds, in an unsuccessful plea with fellow senate come to mind:
bers not to repeal the dairy state's law prohibiting the
Jerry Garrett, Fred Schultz, Mary Margaret Prewitt, ,u• agn - no =tater what sec•••
ond Mouplite you ousts have eland manufacture of colored elersmargarine1 Charlie Lassiter, Leon Miller, Dr. Theodore Howard, Mathis Leeward
Flavor grapeinnt babes witb
"Why did God Almighty manufacture butter? To build ' Dillard, Chester Martin, Earl Warren, Manning Stewart, Jee
sternne% is based on prat- preserved miner and miser ae.
gsloci bodies for the future of this nation."
Pat Jones, Bill Mohundro, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Maim, Rath
"-'m 0ounilleas bus- ruts Heave seal and separate
tiall
Cunningham, Lee Warren Fox, David Hale, Curlew Hamill's, iness tremessione in everyday hie wow frau membrane at fruit MON
Jackie Canady, Jean McDougal, Bobby Wilson, Bobby Williams, are bawd on the underatanding, Pour on emit half 1 tempter' of 57'1
Evelyn Hutson and Rieke Hess Darnell and the nicest 75011111 on bout odes of the tersetn. Met preserved ginger syrup and top MEI
NNE
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lady, Margaret Warren. This "little cutie" is the 3-year-eld a afereaac• is mamas. We mule sift tamp= of pressred 11/141have 0••••••=au dawn if agree. If, SO* fballPed
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Warren,
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S• built we the wall. .. ter the peeple had a mind to
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If you haven't noticed pictures bearing his name, you should
Christian ceoperalson is still doing great things for God watch for them in the future. Butch is one of those rare in- Tme,No taw may la you out in-one are 6.800 to 1 according to
!ME
of a Aped contract
lbws are the World Almanac
ENE
In MN homes. in oer ,'ILIPS arid In ow nation
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ability. He merely produces excellent pictures, which Is the fraud -infects a cOalciaa and
only requirement actually.
imago a Rumex to oatlyitsaa.t..cat.
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Butch has all the gadgets (we detest with a purple pashen Ms hand
—tr.eon)
and with his friends he enjoys arguing the merits of • used car cosier
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t
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imbed in count Me Aides boci ••••
StreetMOB
t The Bethel School student body of 1904 is pictured today.
Thank you, Butch, for the beautiful pictures of the little custraner act bound by his ...
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Waiter Crisp was the teacher.
one, Rbeky and mama Evelyn. We owe him a real vote of trlAreMrs i C. Parker was the guest devotional speaker at ' thanks for sharing and Gonating a portion of his photographic
he •le° be -lei °41 seuY°e"
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boy can explain
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The local Mercury dealer, Aubrey Hatcher, has 'Iron the in terms a layman can understand Don't be misled friends, But excuses like -I didn't read
kV prize from the Mercury Division of the Ford Motor Corn- he knows all aspects of photography and equipment. Really It before I signed" are wawa,' of
peny for having the higlelat per cent of their sales quota of he ie a pro, he Just doesn't hale le advertise the het.
Ligthe avail m die courtroom.
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READ IR LEHER'S CLASSIFIEDS

OVERNIGHT SERVICE
Between
LOUISVILLE MEMPHIS. NASHVILLE and ST. LOUIS
and
Murray, Benton, Hagel, Calvert City, Mayfield, Fulton

Paschall Truck Lines,inc.
Louisville
Nashville

584-2446
256-8007
Murray

Memphis _ _ _ _ 525-1415
CE1 -3275
St Louts
753-1717

INTERLINE TO MOST POINTS IN UNITED STATES

•.

• • •

Cietatta 5r71 aims have added two agsw Dallas - comord
NW* arse strawberry pence MA*
a a blend of erawberry pineapple and ening' Hamm Roth
came la 1-mince pneksges which
make 4 hillf-cup 0-ossgs, gamines
•• •

Canned shrimp shape 1p after
shaft anhaur ar ties in •
ra.rp renstinada suds a, a mad
: -mans Of andie oil Ind vine4r drawing. Acid, like acid, tines
w teatere, To combine ands beI :,ants, nnunsinti• in de retestsMA-

REDUCE INTEREST COSTS
WITH A KA MANI
who save money
Follow the aunt* of suuessful farmers
operating supplies:
three ways WWI financing labor and
pay less interest because you are
L With a PCA loan youmussel
borrowed, arid only for the
the
on
only
1.411a1
this you used.
to town to dee multiple
2, ita dbehes• expensive tripeyour
entire orcrstiong
Sam Ole PCA sous covers
that assures
i • planstal financing program
money when you need itl
.
bib We are FIRST IN FARM CREDIT ...your.
en

Ownst

PRODUCTION CREDIT
ASSOCIATION
Keys Keel
• N. 4th Ph. 753-5602
305

PLAY ASHLAND

GRAND0SLAM

•

BASEBALL

Instant winners! Thousands of chances to win
$1 — $5 — $10 — $25 — $100 — $1000 — $5000

OR TRIP FOR TWO TO WORLD SERIES

•

Nothing to buy! Just drive in at any participating Ashland Oil
Service Station for your free Grand Slam Basebe1Game piece.

EXTRA!
Win Bicycles for
your children
Details at your participating
Ashland Dealer's,
Opened So 'loomed drivers only
Vend Owe pry:A.110w' h. lir,

d
la

•

nil TINE who

NEED MONEY
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COME TO WORSHIP
AND REJOICE...
Flint Baptist Church
Bey Willie Johnson, pastor
Sunday School
10'00 am
Morning Worship
11 •00 .,m
Prayer Meet Wed
7 •00 pm
Trebling Union
630 pro
Evening Worship
7 • 30 pm

RS

Spring Creek Baptist
Rev. John Redden,
Sunday School
Morning .
11:or:ship
FY ening Worship
Wed Night
Training Union

Church
pester
10 00 air
11:00 a in
5 - 30 pin
7-00 p
6.30 p.m

)CAA
Salem Baptist cares
Bill Knight. pastor
10.00
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11 -00
Tratning Union
1.00
Evening Worship
7:50
d-Week Prayer

Service
slaking

Spring. Baptist Chord.
John Pippin. pastor
Sunday School
10 00 a In
Morning Worship
11 :00 cm
Training Union
6:30 p rr
Evening Worsttp
7.30 pro
Wednesday Wight
7:00 p.m

First Methodist Church
Fifth and Maple Street
Rey Lloyd W Ramer. neater
Church School
9.45 am
Morning Worship
8:46 an'
10.50 am
Jr At Sr Pellowahl
6•30 p m
Evening worship
7.00 pin

cm
am
pm
pm

Coldwater Church of Christ
Game° Crocker, minister
The Direct 011 Company bag opened a new and modern idolises at the corner of Main and
Bible Stody
10 00 am
Seventh streets bm Murray. The new station is located across from Parker Motors,
Preectitng
11 -00 am
Wed Bible Study
7 00 p m
North Pleasant Gros
,
.
Cumberland Presbyterian Chore.
Rey ('eel? Burnett pastor
Continued From Page One
(Continued From Page 1)
Runday Anima
10.00 am
(Continued From Page One)
Worship
11
00
an,
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ar.s about the Woman's Club
MOSCOW
- In the tome- by Charles Mason MoCuiston, lo6•00 pm blem The problems were all obIt- me Tour. A thank you note is Young People
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the
world
of Soviet ath- cal Mick contractor, arid member
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direct7-00
Worship
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lways appreciated and unfort- Evening
ors of the Peoples Bank boom to let.ca weightlifter Yeygeny Rat- of the church
unately few people use this meMI day services are penned
march for the solutions. Various ans took a great hill
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, Witnesses
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with dinner on the ground and
Until
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he
a
world
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were
studied
by
manage107 North Fourth Street
ohompion. holder of the global singing in the afternoon. The feament
Neil W. Luma minister
Of ears' you can say thanks
tured entertearznent of the day
As long as three years ago, H. remit in the kghtn eight clam
3 -00 p.m
personally. but • thank you note Bible lecture Sim
will be provided by the Key QuarGlenn Doran, Prodders of Peoples and heir to the honors at a Rusindicates someone has gone to a Watohtower Study
tet of Paris. The Bets, Five of
Su nday
4:00 pm Belt wee readlre with interest sian who brings credit to the
lade extra effort to my thank
OaLoway County Hyln will be
8.00 pm shot a new type drive-in syrsteen. Kremlin.
Bible Study Thee
you. It Is appreciated too.
Hut tnalonnad sources here re- one of die highlights of the afMinistry Schott Tliurs.
7:30 pm Diebold Corporeal= hied developternoon, mpentiniy for tbe young
ed a apecad closed circuit bank- ported Thuraday night Kaituitra
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in He aid to write us a *sank-you
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114.. lahres nesermai Church
part, of the country. President any country. But dm psoefity UScome and join in the .sarolce and
lee Main Street
SUM
aid
for
a
atiteng
traffic
Doran
and Williren M. Boyd, Vice
If folks auk) arras more often
enjoy the day of worship and felRev. Robert Burehell
Presider& and Oehler. west to accident, was ail the harder to
and my Ilfta* you rnore often,
lowship
10.15 am irrioect one of these
Sunday School
in
the
Soviet
Union
wbere
bear
nutaillatiorn.
this a dd be a better world.
Worship Service Sunday 7:30 am
They oarne rack to the banit alit.tee`c ixi,.mtons are a cis.S1
and 11:16 am
and presented their plans to the 013031.
Old Sport is so 11-lenity you are
The sources said Kataura had
a -bait afraid to even notice hint OM 753-4080 or 753-8801 for infon Board of Directors. The board
summed that further shah and been to a party the night of Nov
Fianna on the back step yeller- motion
trweetigations be made so Doran 7, the Soviet Unions Ftevolution
arsd Elp0rt comes
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Day Driving a woman home his
• from ear to our and we say "bet*red Boyd, along 11441 H T WalGoshen Methodist Church
automMitie heatlighte picked up
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the
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lo Sport" Thaw we should Ina
John or Angler pastor
woman sweeping a. son of Mug. nate Etder of
several Ana of dosed circuit tele- the figure
have done
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been
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Sunday School
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Sport thinks he is a is dlog
nmeggstp Service
11:00 am derided that ft mos the answer to screetsweeper was untouched But soft* to ters Omidate College of
their petition
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The television system created irstwura's pannier, a frtend of the DftworeMie of lanais.
The first thing he does if you
Sada School
10:00 an,
financed by
the need for additional scene for his wife, fedll out and was Ostally - 11wfolfteardelp
speak no him or pet him on the
Meebodest Youth
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the bark After looking over the injured.
head is to snort and grre you •
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6 - 16 pm
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Worship Service
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`hat he just has to embrace you
Elder is ourrently on leave from
=denature tubes and create a Joikenr hmm been nailed for MXin it least one muddy paw, preOeles Cramp Grant
Murray State University
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for
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etplooresit. An problems were
Way. Jerry Lackey. pastor
Kistsuran nitinent came in de ersampions hi the Soviet Union
amountend. There is a barge creek
g At this point he feen he must get. First Sunday:
loonted about 100 feet east of oak It found hen parUaly re- where Mower televieion devotes
In your bap He strompahers this
Sunday &hoot
10 00 _rim
eh that amass In direotly In atonable and stye him • two- rime hours to weightlifting meets
teat of dexterity by Nina one Second Sunder
the
pith of dm ;Imposed tunnel year suspended sentence. Bra the and where inovig, stars have no
of
moving
sort
lack foot up then
Sundae School
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Sunday School
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The sources mid tie brooded and
bunap between the parking lot ited Sportarnan of the LI 1315.FL"
the he shoed cense and dean Poor* !hefty:
'hanged bornsillt.
Gone wore the prtilleges
and the tate of the customer unbut an to no sand.
Worship Snits
9.46 am
fits When they resehed the buildIn 45 a.m
Sunday Sabra
ing, they took to the air and went
Your only protection under these II.TP. ilunday
7.00 pm
over the is of the buildings with
(*Doormats:tees. to stand tiP That
find and 411i Sundays)
•
their pneumatic tubes
Ls if you can punt him oft enough
711i • Peeler Church of Cline
Theme pnesnstec tubes were 1nto It so.
Bra Jay Leekhart. minbar
*tend with • complex network of
9unde
wires and tubing running 'from
Sport chines birds He MIA pmBible Schad
11:45 an, the bax* building at Stti and
Nairn catch them. but this does
Worship Hour
10:40 am Mein and connecting the TV
not deter him frten chorea than
/henna Worship ..
8:00 pm Ettlive-Ln wilth the main bank
If they By to another tree he Wodtwoolav
braking!
runs along under them, joyfully
Midweek Bible Study
7:30 pm
The TV Tellers are located in
hareem ath him alibrevnted tall
the min bank bulking and have
wwinitin Me • Rag In the breeze.
Friesidelas Church of note
acmes to the same Bibs and inWig Illisy. minister
nortration as any other teller In
If they fly into the moods. there Ilible Slog*
10 00 am the bank The teller Is able to
goes Scrat rat after than, pell Proaddem
11 00 am see the cuatorner and the customer
TWIT!
We juit know that MOM
Is able to gen the teller durtng
day he is pita to Imock himself
their transactions large blowers
mid as the proverbial wedge by
were Instaned in the bank% barerunning into • tree.
merit to power the pneumatic tuibes The Carriers are propelled at
Thee far, however, 1w ha man(CaUneed From Tags 1)
the rile of 25 feet per second and
aged to dodge than ail.
reach their &etiolation In approokreten 20 perm&
life is good to Sport The wsr^i
war County School System for
The operation bean yestenthy
min Shines down to warm hhn
their dedication. "We need conn with two chive-up televitrion units
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through and through
milted tercherir Dr Sparta mid compoend of an outetde stairdl$16
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and "twerp in Callaway County we teed beak and kande con/toles
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rrenn Each unit has
Dr Sparks saki tient more pro- television
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), been made in taucistion a two-way pneumatic tube housing
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paved to nine than even hailer cianopy. There are beautiful cerairetereieting to dogs
We need more funds for Instruc- mic dectalave screens at each
thin edis and more and better station. Caber plans out for a
Wier Screen on the oast and
obissionms, he creitinued.
He pointed out that the num- south sides of the property and a
ber at Students in Calloway Coun- besuiniful fountain with cobred
ty of high school age who are underwater lights seven will grace
(Continued on Page 4)
WSW VIM a LidITIN day sentence, In Mgh school throwers any other the corner
county M the state He Mao exstaspeteed for one year.
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TRADIN'ip EASY
6-21DODGE BOYS-Dealing with the Good Guys is a horse of another color.
They treat you right. And it all starts when you come in to
make a trade. Prices are low. trade-ins are high. And you
know that Dodge dependability is unque Jir-iable. So trade
up to a Dodge Truck now. Its easy.
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An investment in Your Future

West Murray
Church el Chrbit
South 12th & Holiday Drive
Aude McKee, evangelist
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Worehi) Burl/Ice
10:50 am.
Evening Worship
6:00 P-m•
Wed. Wonihip
7:00 p.m.

4
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• 1:1 rat-

Ask any boy and he will tell you ...

IT'S A WONDERFUL FEELING

Math Pleasant Grove
Methodist Chun*
W. T. Jaelumet nendilat
Sunday School
9:46 SM.
Morning Woniiip
10:46 a.M.
Jr. & 1ft. Pstiounimp
6.00 p.m.
imam Womb*
7:20 gust

eibool-ege
C not in
Mann of

•

•

When winter is past and most of the spring rains have come and gone, what a
joy it is for a boy to go barefoot and feel the warm moist earth oozing up between his
toes and the hot sun on his back ... It's a wonderful feeling-remember?

Chestnut Street Tabernacle
thsteeestal Cherub of God)
Second and C.Ihrotast
Re,. TM, J. lord, pastor
&metal 8/101001
10.00 am.
Wonirdp esrsicia
11:90 am
Evening Samos
I:30 Pha
Wednesday
prayer Meeting
7:30 pm.
Maw
Y. P. AL
7:30 p.m.

If it has been some time since you were in the warm company of like-minded

Christians and basked in the warmth and love of God's glory and grace as manifested
in His Church, attend this coming Sunday. It's a wonderful feeling to sense that you
are in tune with God, your fellow man, and the universe.

• Marts Ckawil Methedlal Caw*
Ern. Johnson Easy, pastor
aturon &micas
10.00 11./71.
Worship Service
11.00 am.
Ihicidni Mists Service
Mom and Jr sitYl
6:00 p.m
Alunday Night Worship &mice
Every 2nd and ft&
llunclay
1:00 pm

•

•

•

404I
s•

Seventh

•

ra`

adveetist church

Lao

30 az
10:46 an
6:00 pr
7:30 pm
7:30 pz

Heating - Sheet Metal - Air
-Conditioning

lot*
.

Phone 753-4832

Sarum Pierce

WARD & ELKINS

mato Stress al Tenth
T. A. Theater, pester
Sunday 5
9.40 &Al
Adorning Wareihm ....
10110 am
Training Unkm
ti3ept.-MarJ
6.00 pm.
(apr.-Aug..)
....
6:30 pm.
Evening Worship
tDePt•-dder.)
7:00 pm
(Apr -Aug )
7:30 pm.
rayer Meeting
Each Wedneadny
7 30 pm

•

t-sebetic

Repine

RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
403 Maple

West Side Square

SUSIE'S CAFE
National tiosel Building

persevere and the freedoms which we hold so

HARMON WHITNELL

dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, eveo
ham a sellsh paint of view, one should support
the

aurth 101 the

sTANDAILL1

sake of the welfare of him-

Fish Dinners - Country Ham
- Short Orders

the Church because it tells the truth about
man's life, death midi destiny; the truth which

In Southside Shopping Center

alone will set him he to live as a child of

BOONE'S INCORPORATED

God.

The cleaner That's Interested In You

ELLIS POPCORN CO.
Processors - Packagers - 1Producers
"Gee Gee Popcorn"
12th & Chestnut
Phone 753-5451

Coleman Adv. See:

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
•

arc page is

HUTSON CHEMICAL CO., Inc.

MID-TOWNER MOTEL

CAPRI THEATRE

"For All Your Fertiliser Needs"
Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-1933

Excellent Accomodations - Reasonable
Rates
Located on Chestnut Street

Hzel Hwy. - 641 South

A FRIEND

Ktrissey AMOS& Charch
Rey. W. Tom Stewart, pastor
10.00 am.
Sunday School
11:00 am
Morning WarehIP
6:30 pm.
'rraning Union
7:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 pm.
Wed Night
Klrksey Eletbedis Clierch
sea. A 11. Mciiserid, Impiet
10:00 am.
Sunday good
11:db am.
Morning Womb*
7:00 pm
Events womb.
410 pm.
Youth Tellosehle
Wednesday
Prayer meeting

"TAO pm

Complete Shop & Portable Welding Service
Five Points

Phone 753-7992

OWENS FOOD MARKET

MACK & MACK

The Best In Choice Steaks

Authorized Mercury Outboard Motors Dealer
Fiberglass k Aluminum Boat Repair

"We Specialise in Hot Pit Barbecue"
1409 Main St.

Phone 753-4682

Sales & Service
W. End Eggner's Ferry - U.S. 68 (Aurora) 474-2344

ROBERTS REALTY
A FRIEND

Phone 753-6706

5-POINTS WELDING SERVICE

PALACE DRIVE-IN

Mt. ifent

Many Service to Memphis and St. Louis
Phone 753-1717

Mg srorred by the following business turns and interested persons

Poplar Springs Reptant tlinreh

Presbyteries Merl*
11.00 am.
Morrung Wureblp
7:00 p.m.
swaciay Night Service,
Al.rstup bervioe
at 11.00 enaliIll
Lod 3rd Sunday.

Phone 753-4652

SOUTHSIDE RESTAURANT

every person should uphold and participate in

Mem*

Route 3 - Pottertown
Rio Jerrell 0. Wt*, Phstar
10.00 am.
• Sunday Soho=
11.00 am.
Warm* Womb*
7.00 p.m.
Fromm( Una=
4.00 pm.
Evendig Worship
Wed. Pniyer Memos .. 1.00 pm.

OIL DISTRIBUTOR

Pogue Ave.

1109

self and his family. Beyond that, however,

Charles

Randolph Allen. pastor
Jerry
°reliant, laureary
Skinier
dupertratenciena.
Sundry &how
10.00 &XL
Wondup Bernal
11.110
Evening Service
7.110 p.m.
Player Meeting Wed.
7.00 p.m.
Sunday avenge'
Singang
6.30 pm.

Phone 763-1713

BEi.K'S of MURRAY

The Church is God's appointed agency in this
world for spreading the knowledge of Hit hive
for moo and of Ifis demand for man to respond
to that love by loving his neighbor. Without
this grounding in the love of God, no goyim.
oleot or society or way of life will long

MI N. 12th rarest
A.,. Marian Meitang, pastor
gummy Maidthole
11 am.
and 4.30 pm
eloariny sod Prot Fades
6 31
am and 6 p.m
34orthaido

4

Des

Irina Ilaptiet
B. C. Chiles,C
Sunday
*crew Wardillp
Training Union
Evening Worship
(Broodoielt)
Prayer Mang
Wednesday

611 Maple Street
blemarial

Mt.

a.

Now Providence March id Christ
MailersJohnny Dale, IA and 3rd Eamday
Dale Bucicley,
id and 4th Sun
days
Training Classes
6:00 pa
Evening Woodsp
11:30 pa

FREED CCITHA1)1.1 COMPVIX

,-.44mr- • '4

Seams Greve &apnea Chum&
Re•. Leroy Vaaight, pastor
lutiday School
10.00 am.
Waritim Service
100 00 am.
framing Union
6:20 pm.
Everung Wcosto,p
...116 pm.
Wednesday litr VW*
7:30 pm.
Kum, lithrnau..
Sops.. Paw
Warns Liarrnon. Teee-mg 1..11100
01.1190UX

✓

Collage Church of atria
IN North 1.5111
Foe/ Bodges, minister
Bible Study
..
9:30 11-01.
Morning
10 30 am.
Evening I
V
=
7:00 pm.
Mid-Weeit
7:00 pm.

er.a

Liberty Casaberileed
kd Giese,, pester
lunday Schad
LIS pm.
rreootung ever, guilds, et 2:00

•

Locust Greve
12th and Sycamore
Church of the haaarene
Bro. Fred L. Williams, pester
Itirksey, Hy
Sebbeita School. Mic.
1:00
Robert Kabinet*, suictiacc
Preaching. Sat.
2:00 p.m.
itiriday School
10:00 am.
Morning worahla
11.130
WU* Christie& Church
RIM Night Pierer:*
111 N. Firth Street
7:00 p.m.
Prayer Service (Wed.)
Witham M. Parker Pantge
7:00 p.m.
Evening Service
7:00 pm. eunday School
930 kai.
Worship Rour
10:30 am.
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
Evening Service
7:00 pm
Lawson Williamson, pastor
Cu Rho Fellowship
0•30
dunday neheol
1000 am. CYF Fellowship
COO pm.
Worth= Service
11:00 BAR Menu Fellowehip third Wedueiday
Prayer Meeting
CWF Gen. Meet, Mkt Tuokka
Wednesday
7:01)p.m.
Training Union ..
6:30 p.m. Inesaaise Valley char* 4 CUM
Evening Whist:Sp
7:16 p.m.
Murray-cotterteni mug

Green moan Murat et MOM
James M. Yates, signieter
Sunday Bible Eflufty
10:00 am.
Morning Wordiip
10:46 am.
13.....rung Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wed Beale Olaidy . .
7:30 p.m.

Church
Street

U. wilaaa patter
Sunday &Moor
946 am.
Mannost Worship .... 10:46 am.
trimming Uruon
..... . 6:30
Evening Womb/9 ....
7:30 pm.
Prager Moslims
7.30 pm.

ofor Oen your treasure h, there will your best he gee

Leroy Wire,
JL
Murray Lutheran Misch
Bible stud.;
0 sia. 0€11
93
Rev. Stephen Weak pester
Morning Worslup 10.30 am. CITI
Sunday SchclUi
9:15 WM Evening Service
. 7.00 pin. CHI
Ward* 8erv1011
10:20 am.

"I was glad when they said unto me, let us go into the House of the Lord."
Psalm 122:1.

r.

Grace Baptist
South Ninth

lIIi1t!

Err 111S

Guiles* Presbyteries Church
111th and Main Street
Henry McKenzie, minister
(.2burth Setb001
9.30 am.
Divole Worship
10:46 ani.
Preelzyteran Youth
Penowerap
5:00 p.m
WesUoiniter Peakowdzip tor
linivereitY Stuneritis
610 p.m

Hoyt Roberts

- Realtors -

Ray Roberts

Mayfield Hwy.

Phone 753-4529

RAY T. BROACH!
Farm Bureau Insurance Agent
209 Maple Street

Phone 753-4703

Beauty Services To All at School Prices
WE BUILD SUCCF-SSFUL CAREERS

408

N. 4th $t

MOM 763-4723

CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL
IMPROVEMENT ASS'N
Serving Farm Families Since 1936
Phone 753-2924

Industrial Road

GULF OIL -PRODUCTS

Complete Auto and Track Service

209

S. 7th at.

Phone 753-1751

CAIN & TAYLOR GULF SERVICE
Used Cars - Minor Repairs
"We Give Treasure Chest Stamps"
Day 753-5882
Night 753-3.541

MURRAY WHOLESALE
GROCERY CO.

MURRAY MACHINE & TOOL CO.
M & S STEEL CO.
Bud l E. Stalls, Owner

Phone 753-1651 - 505 W. Main - NU! 753-3924

EZELL BEAUTY SCHOOL

SHOLAR'S AUTO RCPAIRS

KENTUCKY LAKE OIL COMPANY
JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCT:.

Nate Beal, Distributor
New Concord Road

Phone 753-1323

Phone 753-3571

WEST KY. RURAL ELECTRIC
CO-OPERATIVE CORP.
Phone 763-5012

CORVETTE LANES, INCCORVETTE SNACK BAR
Bowling At Its Best - Fine Food
1416 IlaLn Street
Phone 753-2202

CRAZY HORSE BILLIARDS

PARKER POPCOIN CO.

STOKES TRACTOR & IMP. CO

The Game For The Whole Faintly

Established 1937

Massey-Ferguson - Sales & Service

200 N. 15h

Phone 753-4864

0111111111MIr

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-4852

Industrial Road

Phone 753-1319
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Television Schedule
Channel 5-WLAC-TV

CBS
Nees or *as 6-Mar 8
Network Programs Also Oa
Cane Ghwr-;ern rkutvta,l
BATURDAI
May 6
O:119 eistras eereerer
7:00 addle Hill Variety
B:06 Milgtity Mouss
6:30 Underdog
9:00 Frankenstein Jr
9:30 Space Otacets
10:00 Superman
10:30 Lcine Hanger
1100 Popery. Party
11:30 Huckleberry Hound
1200 Tom and Jerry
12:30 Road Runner
1 .00 Natl Hockey League
4-00 Liakta.n
5:00 Perawerd
111:30 Row Mudd
6:00 NewMait
6:111 Radar Walther
11211 Today In Spare'
630 Jambe Camera
7:30 111111alion Inmareible
830 Pistols and Petticoats
9:00 Ounamoke
000 Sieturday News
ID:15 Radar Weather
W30 Today kn Sgerts
10:30 rims af the Mrs
U:30 Mad Trein
SUNDAE
Ma y

It

1110 Breekthru
1130 Pace the Nation
12:00 Popeye and Fr.ends
1:30 NPSL Soccer
3:30 Champion Bowling
4:30 Agnateaur Hour
510 The 21s1 Century
5:30 Newest
COO Martineland Carnival
6:311 Ilte About Tone
1111 NB Sullivec Show
11:00 Eknothers Brothers
81100 Sunday News
1e:1111 Radar Weather
WM Wood 'N Waters
fllonDater Moyle
W.35
WOO Sign Off

May 6

7:00 RFD-TV
7:30 Atop the Pence PcM
7:55 News
8-00 Super (I
II:30 Atom AM
9-00 Flintstones
9:30 Soece Kidettee
10:00 Secret Squirrel
10.90 The Jetsam)
11:00 Ckaol McCool
11 30 Popeye
12 00 Car 54
1230 Insight
1:00 Major Lemeue Beechall
4-00 Rafernan
4.30 File Six
5.00 Ernest Tubbs
MONDAY EVENING
FM
5 30 Shelve McNeil Report
May
5:00 Los Angies Golf Tourney
6:00 Porter Wagoner
010 Nembeat
6:30 Flipper
11:16 Radar Weather
7:00 Pinker Don't Est the Delaies
1:30 Thies In Smile
7:30 Get Smart
1:30 0411.1pues bland
800 Movie
7:0e Mr. Terrific
10:15 News, Weather. Sports
7:30 The Lucy %IOW
1:00 Rah Alpert aod The Tijuana 10:30 Weekend at the Movies
Bras
SUNDAY
910 Marfa of the Week
10:15 731g News
May 7
10:30 Radar Weather
7011 Path tor TodaY
10:31 Today in SPorts
7:30 damsel Markle Mese
10:46 Tie Tat 71:te Troth
ass aurorae Demelloa
11•411 Million Dollar Movie
9:13 Madam Brothers Qmiesse
1:00 Sign Off
ase Rama of Truth
10.00 This is The Life
10.30 The Answers
11:M Prawn
1130 Pile Six
1200
.
Meet The Press
12 30 Catholic Hour
100 Weekend at Movies
1111111* Pretraerni AIM
2:30 Incperiment TV
Hashville flannel 4
3-00 Texas Open iOolfi
Week of May 4-May
400 How Long Ago. How Par Away
4:30 0 K College Bowl
aglaaar
1100 Prank Mode,
5-30 TBA
0-30 Wanderfa World of Odor
'7 30 Her Landlord
COO Hareem
900 Andy Williams
1010 Neva. Weather. 111100161
10:11 Weekend at the Wean

Channel 6-WPSD-TV
NBC
ow

1:09 11111Rt1e flemainet
700 lereares WM*
1:30 CRUM Rosa OM
600 Hismearli Marna
e:se Palate as Win

ca.....mme

1e:30 Path Par Teday

STUB

MONDAY EVEKING
May e
6-30The Mookees
7 00 I Dream of Jeannie
7:30 Capt. Nice
8 00 The Road Went
9.00 The Pursuit of Pleasure
10:00 Neva Please
10:15 Tanta* Mow

Keep going with 8'67Mercurytoughest, most reliable
fishing motor ever built.\

Channel 8-WSIX-TV

Mercury's-rugged drives hail housing is cast
in one piece and angled to take you over
Underwater obstructions and through weeds
NO* and easily. Exclusive shearproof drive
dose away with shear or drive pins that can
fal when you need powamo54,404 a tilted
powerheed prevents -adiage***ifteestima
-keeps the engine runillpfeemethly whether
idling, trolling slowly,°ratio speed. A full
forward-auguat-reverse gearshift and onehand Control of both speed and direction give
Blaneuverrability in the tightest
yak
water intake. Jet-Prop
exhaust,dead clamp brackets. Why settle f or
arlyaine less? See the outboards engineered
hoitey abeeri-th• '57 lilercurys: 3.9, 6, 9.11.
26. 36, 50„116,95 and 110 HP-at your Mercury
dealer.

ABC
Network rregrarris ALso On
Jackson Channel 7 and
Harrisburg Channel
Beek of May 6-Mo,
SATURDAY
May 6
7700 Ghost Stories
8:30 Porky Pig
900 Tang Kass
9:30 Beatles Cartoons
10S30 Milton the Monster
11:00 Bugs Bunny
11 30 Milton The Monster
12:30 Carl Tipton
130 All-Star Wrestling
2 30 Creeds 66
3 OD Houston Champions Golf
4 00 TBA
5 30 TBA
6 00 'FBA
6:30 Dating Game
7:00 Newlywed Game
730 Lawrence Welk Show
8 30 Hollywood Palace
9.30 RAT Patrol
10 00 Iron Horse
1.1:00 Vieques:int
11:30 ABC News
11:46 Sitpi OK

*oci Plia!****ss

3.9, 6, 9.8, 20, 35, 50, 65, 95 and 110 HP

kr

TIMES

•-•

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

TV
NOTES
NEW YORK lit - Joey Bishop
and Hugh Downs will be hosts for
the linh a[must Enuny Awards telecast of tlw National Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences OR
ABC-TV June 4 Bishop will preside at the Hollywood end, in the
Century Plaza Hotel, while Downs
will function in New York at the
American Hotel.
Barbra 9tretsand's first television
performances since the birth of her
sonn last December will be given
May 14 on Id Sullivan's CBS hour,
Wolper Production of Hollywood,
prime producers of television documentaries. is planning a series about historical adventurers that will
feature Col. John Glenn. first U. S.
astronaut to orbit the earth, as commentator. The first item will be
Stanley's search for Livingstone in
Africa, where film be shot this summer as Glenn retraces the route
Stanley took.

.•••••••••••

pu....•••.. Wrap". Food Op Lot. Wiprowelln.
Illeresioy at Compd. Lid.
ri
i•P PO•niPPY/ of •ii•UP4,•Pip. 04. DIvIslos got Ihruase.ek C•ripp,•tio•

FOR THE FULL STORY ON

MERCURY

457

MITI3121117175

Engineered to stay ahead

MACK & MACK
In Aurora - Phone 474-2344
Junction of Hwy. 94 & 88 at Ky. Lake
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TwoHour Version Of Carousel Set Sunday On
ABC;NBC Plans Special.Repeats Dot Networks
By JACK GAVER
United Press International
NEW YORK 17T - ABC will highlight the television week with a twohour version of the Hedgers-Hammerstein stage musical, "Carousel,"
on Sunday.
NBC will have a special on
Thursday that recalls "The Colgate
Comedy Hour" of video's early
ears
lOshlights for May 7-13 (R denotes repeat):
Sunday
-The New Morality" on CBS is
one-hour special that examines
the current state of religion on the
college campus.
Sen. Edward Brooke, R-Mass., appears on ABC's "Issues and Answers.
' to discuss his fact-finding trip
to Europe.
The Chicago and St TtYliS teams
play in the soccer game telecast by
CBS
Play on final holes of the Houston Champions International golf
tournament will be broadcast olive
on ABC.

pet4010raves will replace Steven
H111 In the cast of -Malan. Inv
poselia" on C738 next season_ Max
tin Landau, who has been appearing occasionally on the aeries w19
become a reeruiar. Graves is • veteran video performer with aich aeries as "Fury" "Whiplash" and
"Court Martial" on his record "Mission." incidentally, will be moved
rosin Saturday to Sunday night In
the fall, 10-11.
-JACK GAYER

TRAINING TALENT

PARIS STO - The movie adaptation of James Joyce's "Ulysses' heads
a list Of six new films that will ICe
screened at the Cannes International Film Festival April 27-May
12.
The others are the Czech film
"Hotel for Strangers," "I'm a Big
Boy Now" from the United States,
"Murder and Assassination" from
West Germany. and"the-Amertran
"Custer of the West" and "The War
Wagon."

Le

0=10=10L

The Gleason hour on CBS is devoted to •"Honeymooners" comedy
in which Ralph gets caught up in
his boast that he is • friend of
Jackie Gleason (ft).

0
II

NBC's Saturday night movies will
be "The Man Who Knew too
Much," starring Jam.es Stewart and
Doris Day.

0
o

UNLOCKS YOUR

11

FUTURE

0

Bing Crosby is guest host on
ABCs -The Hollywood Palace."
43=g°710C

S MORE TO SEE ON CABLE TV

MURRAY
CABLEVISION
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-5005
105 N. 5th Street

Hatcher

GRACE ON TV
MONTE CARLO. Monaco SST Princess Grace of Monaco takes on
her first acting role in 11 years in
May when she is due to star in •
tebeviaion Illm. It is described as,a
color musical documentary on the
principality of which Grasse Kelly
became princess when Ilse wed
Prince Rainier in April, 11111/k Others
In the film include actiess-singer
lerancoiae Hardy and British comedian Terry Thomas Shooting is
scheduled to last 15 days, beginning May 6

CANNES FESTIVAL

explores America's "fun morality"and hart Tbday," musical feature
and its social implications.
taking a fresh look at the show
"Legend of a General" on ABC's songs of Richard Rodgers and the
"The Big Valley" is the first half late Lorenz Hart, (Rs
of • two-parter in which Heath
Friday
Barkley gets involved in Mexican
"The deadly Silence" on NBC's
politics, (Ft).
"Taman" is the windup of this twoTuesday
parter of Tarsan's encounter with
In "The Bankroll" on
mad colonel. (Fla
ABC's
"Combat" a new man in the squad
"The CBS Friday Night Movies"
NOW YOU KNOW
proves to be a welcher and shirk- screens "The Country Girl," starer, IR).
ring Sing Crosby and Grace KelComedian Nipsey Russell and ley (RS
Singer Lana Can treil are guests on
"The Joker" is the fare on ABC's
by United Press International
Red Skelton's CBS hour at 8:30. "The Avengers." A bridge game is
Intbans
American
Tribes of
The George Appleby character gets used by a man to seek revenge for apeek 1,500 languages.
involved in a song-and-dance act. being imprisoned.
NBC's -Tuesday Night at the MoSaturday
vies" screens "Living It Up." starNBC telecasts the regular and alring Dean Martin and Jerry Lew- ternate baseball games
is, (R).
"ABC's Wide World of Sports"
A CBS News special Is "The Old
College Try." a documentary exam- covers the world invitational high
ination of the efforts of high school diving championships in Laa Veggraduates to get into colleges of as, the international parachuting
championships in Bulgaria and the
their choice.
national AAU gymnastic championWednesday
ships in Natchitoches,

-The Chrysler Theater" on NBC
presents "To Sleep, Perchance to
"Standing room only," the docuThe television version of Truman mentary on "the 21st century" for scream" Fticardo Montalban and
Capote's story, "A Christmas Mem- CBS at 6: examines the problems Joanne Dru appear as a private eye
and a private secretary who collide
ory," came off so well last year that of over-population.
on the trail of • murderer.
ABC has acquired video dramatic
The ABC Wednesday night moThe first part of "Michelangelo
rights to two more Capote tales,
"Miriam" and "Among the Paths to The Last Giant," a documentary vie screens "North to Masks" starEden" Capote himself will adapt look at the work of the artist, is on ring John Wayne and Stewart
Granger, (RI.
"Miriam." The shows are intended NBC (R).
for the 1907-68 season each • oneDanny Kaye's guest on his CBS
Guests on Ed Sullivan's CBS hour
hour special ABC also will repeat
will include the Supreenes and 'Say- show are Leslie Uggarns and Steve
"A Christmas Memory" late this
iver Cugar and orchestra Stars of Sanders. (R).
year.
the "Carotin.'" musical on ABC are
31/IC's "1 Spy" offers "Sophia".
Robert GouSet. Mary Grover, Per"Batman" will be back on ABC
nell Roberta Patricia Newsy, Char- Agog soott meets his foster daughnext season but will be limited to
ter la Reams. (R)
lie Kneels; est,Marilyn Massa.
once a week. The hero will get anoTbsrabiy
ther aasistant against crime in the
Jonathan Wpitlirs. Nancy Wilma
person of Yvonne Craig, who will and the Jefferson Airplane maks' The CBS "Coliseum" show has
be known as Bated.
eroup appear with tho lbsolamee Woody Allen as host and features
Brothers on their CBS hour.
Paul Revere and the Raiders along
Singing and dancing star Carol
with circus acts, (sta.
Menesy
Lawrence has a busy spring and
"The Colgate Comedy Hour" speairruner ahead of her, Besides be"Peyton Place" developments on cial on NBC has a lineup of 13 top
ing • regular. with Vic Darnone. on ABC Betty lies to Steven, Dr. Rossi comedians who will recall the forNBC's seasonal replacement for gives Rita an important examina- mat of the old series with that
Dean Martin's video program, she tion and Lee and Mactin Peyton title. Shelley Berman, TAW Adams,
will tour the summer theater circuit reach an understanding
inv:IIes hart are
Phyllis Diller and
as star of the musical, "Penny
"The Pummel of Pleasure Is an some of those
Girl." She will tape her contribu- NBC News one-hour special that "ABC Stage 87" offers "Rodgers
tions to the 12 weekly television pmgrams before .starting rehearseas th
-Funny Girl." in vitt/eh she opens
July 10 in Cleveland.

NORTH MIAMI. Pia re, - In
the belief that Florida's stake in the
motion picture industry is growing
rapidly, Al Saxe, former drama instructor at the American Theatre
Wing tra New York city, has opened
the Al Saxe Institute of Drama at
SENDAI
Studio City here
Baxe, who has warted with such
May 7
stars as Ella Kazan, Jack Pittance
6 46 &vial Security in scsion
and Shelley Winters, says his goal
7:00 Teaching of the New Testa Is to eliminate the necessity for mamans
jor film situdits in the area to im7:30 Herald at Truth
port top trained,talent from Holly6:00 Horse of Worship
wood.
8:30 Dearly k Cecil
9:00 Linus the Lion Hearted
LAMAS TO DIRECT
9.30 Peter Paramus
10 00 News
HOLLYWOOD el - Fernando
10 30 Viewpotnt
LaInAll, actor -turned -di rector. will
11 00 The Beg Picture
direct "Tough White. Tough Black"
1130 ABC News
for Madison Productions.
12:00 Directions
-12:30 /mum es Answers
INSTANT MUSICIANS
1 00 TBA
2 00 TIM
NEW YORK Tft - Bach by the
300 Houston Champion Golf
numbers is here It's all part of a
6.00 Voyage to The Bottom of The musical trend among adults who
Sea
don't have the time or the inclina7-00 The F. B. I.
tion to practice thueical vales.
8 00 Carounel Special
Today it's "in" to be an "instant
10:15 Ten O'Clodr News
musician," by using numbered sheet
10:46 Viewpoint
music and playing an organ with
:16 ABC Bence
correspondingly numbered keys. In11:46 ABC News
terest in these numbered organs is
1200 ellen Off
"phenomenal," especially in retirement areas such as Florida and CalMONDAY EVICIWNO
111
ifornia. reports R. T Sterling, muMay II
sic department buyer for F. W.
Woolworth Co.
6:20 Mon. Nite Movie
• ••
8:00 Felony Squad
The general rule for cooking all
8:30 Peyton Plate
protein foods is to ccok dowey
9 00 The Big Valley
at low temperature arid only until
10:30 Lawmen
done.
11:30 Iftereades

'
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GOIYEAS!
HAVE A BALL!
Get three Arnold
Palmer Tournament
Golf Balls.
regularly $3.75 In
pro shops only...
for just 11.50.
Limit of six. One
round with this great
90-compression
ball, and you'll want
more from your
local pro shop.
Offer limited, get
yours today.

offers you
a sporting
proposition
at a
par-busting
Price_
• '

Swing into Spring with this special Mercury
Cougar offer. And tee off the new season in this
to own.., Mercury Cougar! It's specially priced
easy to buy...easy.
to deliver par-busting Spring savings NOW! Selection is complete... get
exactly the color and equipment you want. Trade-in allowances are
up, prices are down, so see your Mercury dealer for these very special
Spring Savings!

COUGAR•••THE WILD MERCURY
ITS MERCURY SPORTS T1ME-COME SWING",77rALI

Hatcher Auto Sales, Inc.
111.5 South 12th Street

Murray, Kentuelt)
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RENT

WHEN'S YOUR BIRTHDAY?

6-ROOM furnished house. 3-bedrooms, living room, den and kitchen.
...ocatecl 103 South 13th Street. Phone
753-3914.

)r 3-BEDROOM BRICK on 312 Ervin.
Call 492-8283.

•

ech film
n a Big
i States,
n" from
kmertrart---"'"=
The War

DELUXE 2-BEDROOM Duplex aUon, electric heat, storm doors and lag room,
large den with fireplace.
partment, central heat and air.
LEGAL NOTICE
windows, carport and outside slur- large utility
room, work shop and
NOTICE
Relocation assistance for families Range unit. cafi-no t.n.i drapes fur_,....1111490_ down. thriau..:1..
Or 1-garage. Many, many other nice featsuicTUfe too can be baw- no down payment to qualified vet.
Slid bustnesses in Galloway County nished 2 blocks from campus. Conures This Is truly one of the nicest
ling if you use Blue Lustre. Rent eransi total price is $15,000.
SINGER SEWING Machine SRO% displaced as a result of federal aid tact Steve Reagan, phone 753-4622.
hooves in town for $32.500 00.
electric shampooer $1. Hughes Paint A 1 ti STORY, 4-bedroom brick
project P. 193 (71 and state project
with 4-BEDROOM BRICK on extra large repair, rental, sales and service,
Store.
, and Main. Phone 753-5323 Open 111-3-9R, Known as U S 641, MurM-11-C family room and fireplace, all built- lot. One and
one-half baths, large I
nights until $p,in.. Monday through ray-Benton Road, extending from I TIM 131.BABSY. Large two-bedroom
in appliances. 2 baths, patio and family
room with range and dishPIANOS-STOftY AND CLARK apertments; carpeted, Individual
Pride".
large outside storage building. Ex- washer. Extra large
TWC improved set Lion 1.7 miles north of
living room with
Beet seiling console in America.
lam and air-conditicsurig Ftsulennorth city limits of Murray to Calcellent location. This lovely wooded dining area. Large
utility room, gaed or unfurnished, 106 do. 121i Si
•Handmade Classic and folk
loway-Mars:iall
lot is lita x 400.
County
line.
MOTIVE
rage and priced at only $19,750.00.
tuning and repair. Reed Musk
I Phone 753-7614.
H10-C
In accordance with Cnapter I,
A 7-BEDROOM brick about
mile NEW 3-BEDROOM brick has cenOPPortalmaY for
Manor, Benton, Ky. (527-111356-,
Title 23, United States Code, Secfrom the city limits Electric heat, tral heat and
-030D between the ages o/ in and
, 2 BEDROOMS, kitchriette, bath,
air-conditioning. Large
miles on Mayfield Road at Hervey.
tion 133. Kentucky Revised Statute l
storm doors and windows, well in- family room,
50 yeses of age to team for asair-conditioned for etinuner. 753Fri 'baths, entrance
Elmo Reed, Prop. Predestonal mu177
065
and
sulated
Regulation HIWA RP- 1431
sistant More managers for vet*
hall, carpet in Living room, builtM-6-C
ne:Ian and former Univers* InI-64,
A 20 ACRE FARM near Aurora: 4 in range,
Relocation
known thy goods firm. Laiedient
assistance will be
room and
May 26-C room
provided
by the Stale Highway Deopportunnq to advance to store
house and pole barn. priced two-car carport.
WANTED T3 a
$22,500.00.
partment to all persons chspilteed CLEAN rugs, like new, so easy to do at only $6,300.
:neneger level. Experience not
LARGE FRAME house on lot 125'
as a result of the above named pro,
necessary. Nigh School education
with Blue Lustre. Rent electric sham- TUCKER REALTY az Ins. Co., 602 x 226' T
h yactuore St., with nice
WANTED: Used swing set. Call 753ject.
required Inquire at your.
Ocner $1. Starks Haniware. M-6-C Maple Street. Murray, Ky., Phone Shade.
house and lot can be
7497 before 4:00 n. in
M-5-C
Each person so affected will be
DOLLAR GENERAL STORE
i53-4343. Donald R. Tucker. Robby bought fir what the lot is
worth.
MUST SELL. to save eur beautiful
perstmally Lontacted by a repre- WANTTi.o. Din4; room suite with
In Murray. for poisi.wm lwre in
Orogen.
H-ITC WE HAVE a nice 3-bedroom brick
Pei cat. Age Reghtered Basenji
sentative t4 he Highway Depart- at least 6 chairs..Prefer Oeit. Phone
Murray.
85-4-0
on the corner of Ryan and No. 17th
"Dog of the Nile". Has all shots.1966 HONDA 160. Excellent Condiment to discuss in deta.1 the assist- 753-2321.
TPL
11-8-C
Street. Has fireplace, carpet, and
tion.
Oall 753-7719.
&Seri-flee at $35.00. Call 753-6447.
ance program Should it be Luxesan extra nice lot. Can be bought
vary to acquire information prior to
M-6-C 2-ROW
103.1..• FOUND
TRACTOR planter
0011 with a minimum down payment on ELECTROLUX SALM & &nide,
his visit, you may contact Robert
Bxc 213, Murray, Ky. C. M. SandIMPAlok Oeneertible. In show- 763-2957
Id -5-C P. H. A. or G. I. Loan.
P.
Russell
at
the
District
Office
of LOW!' Pair
WE HAVE many other good buys. ers, Phone 383-3176, Lynnv.lie,
rotten condition. Must be seen. Call
of bifocal glasses in
Ky The Department of
Highways, Tele- brown
761-2659 after 4 p. m.
leather case for two. Launne
M-6-C 1160 TRIUMPH, 650 00, $360. 1323 Fur all your Seal lidate needs call
Maylile hone 898 2431, Extension
47
Main 763-2996.
14-4-C Roberts Realty Ana:Doran, 753-1835.
14-6-C
BOYS BICYCLE, 26" English Racer,
H-ITC
ROBERTS REALTY, 506 Main St.,
•• •
in good condition. Oall 763-6634
LOOKING FOR •good farm? Then Phone 753-1651.
ITC
PLAINFIELD, Vt. lift - God3d-6-C let us show you one ot the
SINVICOS
dard CLatee dispensed %rub cleat
Otter se
followranking. icades and enuaunardons
BRICK HOME on Dogwood Drive. ing
HELP WANTED
92 ACRES on paved road, 10 miles
Tr -level convenience with Colonial
ROOFS REPAIRFSJ or replaced. three aecades ago
from Mw-ray him good
Charles E Campbell, Jr. the
mom DRIVERS WANTED-11 or over,
look Phone 713-5456 after 5.00.
bunt-up- atungle--gravel. Low met
time. Apply in person, Radio
--Free Estimates Tri-State Rod- e°h°°11 e director of
M -6-P home with bath. atbak barn and full
deveiciPment'
other buildings. Has 1143 acres of good Cab.
says Me system warts. The echool
M-6-C
ling Co Dial 753-6803
There Will Be A
BED AND MATTRESS, bed In awe Mit 1.2 awe tobacco ease,
,se,-ads more than 50 per cent. of
good condition, $1500. Antique mir- and 10 sere corn taw 11/4850.
WILL DO IRONING in My hallila da 11..UMIlli to graduate school.
HELP WANTED
roe 51'' x 29', 135 00 See Mrs. Dar- 81 ACAS PARK ene-half sae from }LAID
dell 753-0304
85-4-C
FOR MOTEL work. Midwin White. Hazel or Phone 492-5643. city limits, has city water Good Towner
Motel. Pull and part time
3-badroom brit* Mahe with full Work _available.
Apply in peritilL_
MAME HELP WANTED_ _
Central-heat and two
1101-5-C
NEW 3-BEDHDOM BRICK home timplaces Has life lime este roof.
PULL TIME office secretary. Typwith living roam, large family roam- $31.50040 Will sell house and four MAN WANTED: Permanent Job for
at
ing and shorthand required. Saturimatapplianoes service man. Illteperkitchen. 2 baths, 7 closets, utility acres of land.
days off Write qualifications. act
UNLOCKS YOUR
room, and outside storage On lot NICE 3-BEDROOM brick home with hnee beipful but not necesaary. Must
Ledger az Times, Boa 32-N,
1.24' x 250', 3 mules out New Ocin- 46 acres of land, on paved road Has no maw and of good character. Good
wawa
sect
working
conditiorui Good
cord Road in Fairview Acres. $36.900. aim den, will-to-wall carDet in livWW conaider trade. Fulton E ing room and hall. Has 'entrel heat, apportwany for advancement with
TYPIST AND BOGEREPER, I.
For the purpose of setting
old reliable firm. Answer In own
Young, owner. 753-4946.
51-1I-C full basement, stock barn, and large
time Experience preferred. but
up the mixed doubles sumcommercial chicken home. Will sell handwriting to Box 32-W c/o Ledger
and Times
mer league. All interested necerear!, Send resume to Roe 32
1TC
1946 HONDA, 160 Scrambler, 12.000 house and five acres of land sepC u I.Auger Sr Times, Murray
bowlers be sure to attend
arate.
•Intles CAW 753-58116 days, 753-5106
51- I I
WANTED
this
EXTRA
meeting.
LARCHI
4
-bedroom
brick
M-5-C
_
nights and Sundays.
111-11-C
home with central heat and mr-oon- WANTED: Baby sitter 5 days a
_
ON PARICLANE DRIVE a nice 3- chtloning. Three full ceramic We seek References please_
Phone 763NERD WORK either full or pert
bedroom brick in tateelient wadi- • baths, wall-to-wall carpeting, din- 1976.
M-6-C
time? Like to be your own bora.
AS A fa,
AW
This Is an opportunity for you with
118040,Allt•
RESPECT FCIR AV!
a national concern. Husband-wile
A FLCR!
may work together Come to room 30
of Mid-Tesimer 'Motel In Murray
rept 1%Jerres Saturday. May 6 betieerigellerdsha. and 4:45 go, sa.
M-6-C

POR

SALE

-

If you were born under the Sign of
LIBRA (Sept. 24-Oct. 23)
YOU'RE THE TYPE who loves the
comforts of home, is enthusiastic and
hopeful, inherently honc.4 and generous,
clever in business, slated for success!

l

•
Itional
Indians

(**** ** -- .. • ro- yd..(... ,-.•••••••-•(
•
.

MURRAY, KENTIICRIf

LOW CoST CIASSIFIED ADS GET RESULTS

adaptsis' heads
t will Ne
Interne27-May

t1-.4.110(6.4.

Escetovssurr

RED CROSi PilE05 YOUR TYPE.
•
BV.:OD
••••mr.••••••••..

10•0

- Attention-

BOWURS

MEETING
Friday, May 5th
at 7 p.m.

i

umati2
0.

CORVETTE
LANES

i

FUTURE

TWEE ores AVOID
The ALFALFA F-Lowca.
ilEc.AusE WHEN THEY
CRAWL INGIPE, IT
Yrzios A Mr-C.PIANIGiA
THAT SPREAVE POLLEN
AND GovEE DIE SEE A
VielOPOUS KICK

Z:74

rve Lc4L.ALL

•

le

CALLIOPE BEEF

rr3

A new thriller by Howard Rigsby

2

• • •
%HAT HAS DA*** *D
honored as at lunch. Also snow
When LAurs Robbing, the well
AS Lauri& dressed she heard
wira,
as a„ I,a dii the
Nehay• !ne
tt she was attracted the snips Deli ni Lie bar and ay
"Never iouk backward, 1 my.
oy Dr c'h
inn St Laurent. a
guest As overheard UM past six ins was ready in Always ahead. So now to The
ii >.i tat an
remark forewarned Laura that St. • Slack WOOl swath.
Deeelomerse.- Ilernin set IN
Laurent was a marked man, and
AS She came down the stalls gime down abruptly, clapped •
then she and the doctor were almoat killed by a rock elide on the me saw Firma Hii was pacing band to nis brow, and stared
beach. As
tite other ine
guests - oa
Beta
host. before the great fire, staring op &Mut the room.
Counteea
who at Mrs. Sean'l painting. lie
"What's wrong?"
wanted to ape g
ival t u r fled, with a wave at tie
"I only now remember I have
Winifred Peg, goillsey
ler
Gall Kerr. atm weeder
V one of painting. -What is 't' What is not registered that title yet."
these could he sperroue. Ike es,
glw drank part of her Beanie,
Illt/Ved In tell Oen of her unhav, the leteellWitid of this?"
love affair with Aldo Verge
ite
She snook ner need. -It has then she, too, looked around her
was induced to as with
tristittn
At a table beyond the one °cf,,,. lunch one. I rp sure of that .
and Gail to Humid
ohere Laura %Ines=
"Like one or Muer crazy hal- Lupied by the countess and the
met Gene
binC•If tali Iii m• EWA the dhectair girt, was vested the man from
le Perillarrt in
teed air Mr in 8 ere now noose I snow west it's about. Prose the MIL
firi:144Pd
When it's rimmed - then as
-11warre two t h a r e," Finals
CHAPTER 15
MOW, 8 I N C E Gene Firmui Mattes up the story what it whispered. "Who are they T''
means!' Firmin laughed and Ms
"They are the chess players."
1 11 naa fen the door of the
dark eyes regarded her warmly.
'They are staring at a chesslooth ajar for air Laura Rob'What you said - I think board, you mean. And as they
"Uicl nt 3' ntr° No °fle inat's the way it is." she told stare, their ears may bear."
ever nal difficulty
nears.. Prr"The way one of them talks
Mtn. Woking up at the painting.
niU1 on the teieehone
truth rather reminds me of you."
1 want you n, send roe right ! -"ow can we "41W the
-Tab. Europeans for sure.
i about something till It. over?
away plea" 4
"me """ t" •' Perhaps God didn't know what How does he talk-of pictures 7"
couple sel daysr ne shouted
chess--hattles."
until
"Of
the
He reali
wy Mad in mind
-Send solle000dY wet0 4 bat tor !
"Ah." Firmin shrugged. "One
world sa rimmed
me"'
"Wait till you read the script simply cannot be too careful
Gail Kerr now nad *trolled
1 nave tor you," Eirmin said. mentioning titles. This I know
over to the wIndows to stare
these days" . He
-But I want to talk to you Especially
out at the street Christian
picked up his glass. 'Never nave
about tt find."
amergcd tr.on the rest a urant
"You m ••n The Setnelose I seen things sin crazy."
ive and wooed Laura looked at
Splendid came to the table
iLm she knew the disolay that '°mar
"You shall see! With this one, "Telephone, Miss Robbins."' He
nad swept her as she heard whet
WAS ready to pull bock her
I promise you. we win it oil."
F1rmin void to kilkired must
Firmin took her arm and they chair.
show - in nei eye.,
She shook her Dead. -Please
VeClipper
the
toward
moved
i
"Something wrong?" Chris.
• lighted tell whoever It is I'm not taking
bs,ya, saw the
tram asked
' leVItating neads and SplendidD any calls." As she said It a
-1 ,Uat realised.- she Mild wlth
, I SiMpadn sanding grinning at , panic seized her, she c,,tild have
an abrupt lealing of de
tacl"n'.. I the door. With apologies. be answered, thoughtlewely, heard
h.,,ded -Only now I die. lin In prison
esrmIn a necktie. In the his voice.
.•
".'
"Can't you saw the bars?"
larnings it was a rule of the
"Oh, now walt-" Firmin said.
No ugh.
. house, he said
He put out a hand told touched
He glanced beyond her at 1
The moment she entered, her hers, the one that clutched her
Firmin, The Voice nen ceased.I
Christian,
He
was
eyes sought
glass; then he glanced up at
The debt of the booth was flung I the one who
bad gotten her spienam, -we long distance?"
wide "You mean you carry it
through an evening, a night.
..Sir, all calls here are long
And they
around with you
i who had, casually, literally. distance," Splendid to I d him
e.°"id find you anyhow'wuld". saved her life only that morn- This one is from Santa Monica
they ? Because there's a price on
, ing Now where was he?
-person-to-person----Miss Laura
your head."
"Darling, are you quite all Robbins."
"Yes A price on my heed.
Mild
as
he
asked
Firmin
right"
Fit-min row.. "I shall take it
rinnin came up to her and
I want to phone Mildred any
said, "1 go :o this place with her chair for her.
Beanthe
Across
nodded.
She
how."
vou. We rest. When you like' to,
you hear all the good things I ie, Wolf alplendid placed before
"No, Gene."
taut* ihe looked at Fannin. and
have to say LO you"
"Now, now-" Firrnin said
"Gene -" She waited until she his face, which, it now occurred
"What's the use-to try to hide
nad his complete attention. "Did to Mr, bad alweys belonged to not to
talk?"
a never-mveir mad, failed to twyou tell Mint where 1 *mat"
"Tell him no, then Pteame try
"Sure " he wild "Why not?" assure her. She wondered W It
Laura turned and walked to would help her to see her par' to make him understand I mean
the door rind the 'four of them tints, then she knee/ at once that IL"
Alone, she was aware again
i. lettald not That world also,
went mit into the street.
Firmln. who had the window she realized, was lost to her, of a Mindless, uncaring ferhrg
rolled down on hie side, was lines of true communication of derangement. Even the men
ones that occurred to her were
taking vast, deep breaths, and severed
•Vie drink,' said Firmin. "To Impersonal. unsorrowIng, infi
he was looking •round Mtn
nitely remote,
again, as if the town were some you
She raised her Vass. "You (To es Oontonow Tomorrow)
quaint foreign place
the navel 'whitened by Ueuttlelley • Co Copyright 0 1907 ty Howard Rigsby.
",rr•hvired he Rine frei,,re. fhilldlegt•
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A525 seulAbLE
PE I COLONIES
FOR POLL i NATI N
RED CLOVER.

NYAAN!

Logi

WEIGHT SAFELY with DesA-t Tablet. Only los at Dale *
ritubblefleiti.
_

-

YOUR AUNT FRITZ!
MAKES ME FEEL LIKE
ONE Of' THE FAMILY-INVITES ME TO LUNCH
AND DOES SO
MANY KIND
THINGS

YES, SIR -- IT SURE IS
NICE TO FEEL

MUST BE
KIDDING

•

41g
141"givir

11

BOYS -I NEED YOUR HELP.
THERE ARE SomE CONCRETE i3Locks 1W THE HOLD
WELL HAVE TO DUMP. SORRY
IF YOU (,ET YOUR.

AH NEVAH

WOULDA
RECKANIZED

i.ft
••••31.• * T(01,1
AAA 4(a•

-.FAVAd/P•

1.
16.

CLOTHES

WANTED

WANTED

W Jae
lte46.
trillkdo

'an'

r

.

ONE HONEY litE
COLONY MAY 136
veccirTit AS IIAuC.M

••• CV• -A.
•••••al
.44
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gm,/

wON'T 1.3-7
AwirHIN3 'SOLED IC THEY
DON'T LAY A FINGER OW

'NOSE BLOCKS. AND TO
GUARANTEE THEY

O& EP,

-RYTH'FUST FEW
DA`/S.'! 5UT NOW
IT'S USED -ro THIS
NEW SUIT!!
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Damascus,and Ruken eRady Raiders Lead
For 93rd Derby Run Tomorrow Racers In
Golf Tourney

its RAY AVIIY
UPI sports Writer
— DamagLCHJISVILLE. Ks q
e= and Ruken. top contenders aWeft the 14 horses awaiting Sat1114111rti $162.000 Kentucky Derby
0111111iwed • completely different rood
dation ready for the clamic and
thnir trainers said today each made
N without a hitch.
After winntng the Remsen stakes
lest Ian D1127111ACILS was taken ont
• training by lersuak Whitely and
Mat to wirier quarters at (linden.
▪ C for a rest Mrs Edith Brancroft's son of Sword Dancer did not
resume racing until mid-March
Oruken also earned • slight rest
after wtrining the Del Mar Futurity
In September but he spent • busy
*triter at Santa Anita where he
climaxed his six-race campaign by
wtnning the Santa Anita Derby.
"No. I wouldn't do anything any
differently if I could do things
ever.- said Whitely of the scheduled
he followed in getting for the first
of the Triple Crown classics.
That schedule included four ram.
a six furlong allowance race, the
men furlong Bay Shore 8takea. the
Oetimusi Stakes at a mile, and finally the Wood Memorial at 1 1-a
nines Damascus was second in the
Gotham but won each of the other
rem:

him and he has trained up to the
race real good We planned his schedule before we left California and
so far it has worked So many
things can happen to change your
plans I rums Inv been hicky.
Willie Shoemaker, in the Kentucky Derby for the 16th straight
year, rides Damascus the 2-1 favorite Fernando Alvarez. a Chilean
who never has seen a Kentucky
Derby. rides Ruken. the second
choice at 7-2
Also ready to run in a race worth
$119.700 to the sinner were Diplomat Way. Successor. Barbs Dehght,
Reason To Hail. Dr Lsby, Proud
Clarion, Gentleman James, Lightning Orphan. /Ask The Pare, Dawn
Glory, ?Sad Master and Second
*mounter

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Questions & Answers

Ii=xer===o5
•

0

• FUTURE

ANNOUNCES
MORE TIME FOR
SUMMER FUN

BOY

WALDROP SAW AND
MOWER SHOP

To Take Over An Excellent Paper Route
IN MURRAY
—APPLY AT THE—

LEDGER &TIMES
103 North Fourth Street

Adlai S.
KOON

Tigers Meet
hitter wmxd South;Laken,
Colts Get Bye

SENATOR
COURTESY - EFFICIENCY - ECONOMY
and EXPERIENCE in GOVERNMENT
*
VOTE FOR
*

Adlai S.Koon
•

State Senator

day also.
"Wills made himself a superstar
Umpires for the tournament will.
by Ureless dedication playing hard
Boyd
every minute. but most of all he's be Nelson. Beeler. Wright and
Admission for the games will be
got that pride to excel Tsai juist
twenty-11w cents for students ant
can't beet it." he said.
The Houston Astros are in last fifty perste for adults.

—

Third District of Kentucky •—
Subject to Democratic Primary
May 23, 1%7
It

•

At Your Pure Oil Station
•

Drive In And Pick Up
Your FREE Jackpot Slip

AMF/HOMKO
VALIANT

$69.95

— MAY 5, 1967

WANTED AT ONCE

By SANDY PRISANT
place and In no position to worry
UPI Sports Writer
about pride Thursday night they
Captain Maury Wills is still pull- Just turned to old method of geting rank on the Los Angeles Did'. ting pi: isto of hits nine and scorNational League
ing several early runs--four—to stop
W. L. Pct. GB fers.
He may have been shipped off to the Phila.
15
7 .682
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh, but Wills showed ThursDon Wilson. Turk Farrel and Car:0 6
625
Pittsb
2
day night he still runs the Dodgers, roll Sombre combined to throw a
11
SL Louis
7 .611
2
by punching out three hits and bat- five hitter while Rusty Staub and
11
Atlanta
7 .611
2
in a pair of runs during the Bob Aspromonte sere combining for
8 8 .500 4
Chicago
four hits and two RBI's to lead the
Philadelphia
9 10
474 4% Pilate; explosive 9-3 victory
-They're friends." says the 166- Houston attack.
Sari F:nncisco
9 10
474
A couple of New York Giants re7 12 .368 IPA pound bundle of energy," and they
Angeles
LOAS
turned to haunt the Meta Mike
still Call me captain"
7 13 .350
New York
It's true that shouts of "Hey, McCormick, whose battery mate was
7 14
Houston
333 7%
Capt.. came from a variety of Dod- Meta' manager Wes Weetrum when
American League
gers during pre-game warm upa, he broke in at the Polo Grounds In
W. L. Pet. GB
friends tis another matter
1956. allowed only one run and five
Detroit
10 7
588
The man who shattered Ty Cobb's hits over seven and 1-3 innings. It
Chicago
10 7 .568
42-year-old base stealing record was McCormick's first von of the
9 8 .529
Boston
1
with 104 in 1962, turned to the bat year and his first in the National
529 1
New York
9 8
to lay destruction on former mates League since 1962
California
10 10
500
The other ex-New Yorker who did
Thursday.
9 9 .500
Balumore
Wills currently rocking Dodger the lob was, as usual. Willie Mays.
09 9 .500 1%
Washington - 4
pitching at a 400 clip. reminded A sixth-inning single by the man
471
8 9
2
Cleveland
his friends early be was still around who may be the Giant centerfielder
7 10 .412 3
Minnesota
7 11
.389 3% by doubling in the first inning and foverever, brought Jesus Alou home
Kansas City
, scoring on the first of three singles with the tie-breaking run and gave
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
San Francisco the series two games
by Roberto Celmente
National League
to one.
Waits Until Seventh
Pittsburgh 9, Los Angeles 3
But the Sues' new third baseman
San Francisco 3, New York 1
waited until the seventh to make
Houston 4, Philadelphia 1
Walter O'Malley really look stay
Chicago at Atlanta. rain
for trading him for Bob Bailey.
I Only games .scheduled.
With the =ars loaded and the PiAmerican League
...fates trailing 3-2. the National
'No games played.
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No obligation. Nothing to buy. Just drive into your Pure
011 Station and pick up your free slip. Save the halves
and Match 'ern as shown.
$10 for 3 Plums
$1,000 for 3 PURE Symbols
$5 for 3 Oranges
$100 for 3 Bells
$1 for 3 Cherries
$20 for 3 Melons
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PLAY JACKPOT
AS OFTEN AS YOU LIKE
734
k
Master Tire Service
Coldwater Road near 5 Points

Rogers Pure Station
Fourth ,k; Flm

Nance Bros.Pure Service
Fourth & Chestnut

YOU ARE
ALWAYS A WINNER
WITH .THESE PURE VALUES

10

Pure Tires
HP Purelube
Firebird Gasoline
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